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The design of a prograi!Uiling system is guided by certain 
beliefs. principles and practical constraints. These 
considerations are not always manifest from the rules 
defining the system. In this paper the author discusses 
some of the principles which have guided the design of 
the programming logics built at Cornell in the last 
decade. Most of the necessarily brief discussion con
cerns type theory with stress on the concepts of function 
space and quotient types. 
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How do we choose the languages in which to express exact reasoning. 
mathematics and programming? In the case of logic and mathematics. language has 
evolved over a period of perhaps 2.000 years. We know enough to say that such 
language is not the "God-given expression of Truth". Indeed human genius • espe
cially that of Frege. has played a major role. In the case of programming 
languages the period of evolution is shorter. It might appear dramatically 
shorter. but if we consider the bui lding of relatively rigorous and symbolic 
language. then perhaps only the l ast 100 years are relevant even f or mathematics 
and logic. A tbough we can learn a great dea~ rom this period. no many forma l 
l anguages from it were meant t o b used; f ewer st~ll were in fact used. By con
trast in the past 40 years hundreds of programming languages have been created. 
each vying for prominent use. Among these a few dozen are serious contenders 
with distinct characteristics . e.g. FORTRAN. ALGOL (60. w. 68) . LISP. PL/I. ADA. 
etc. How then are these languages chosen? What ar: th pr.inciples of design 
t ha hem attract ive. usabl and endur ing ? 

There have been studies which attempt to sort out the principles behind such 
language s [32]. But not many deep principle s have emerged. We can classify 
languages based on their control structures and make illuminating comparisons 
[9.28]. We can discuss procedure calling mechanisms and other features of imple
mentation. With more modern languages we can compare type structures and mechan
isms for achieving modularity and protection. 

Whi le these differences among progra=ing languages are fascinating and 
while their study may contribute to better designs and implementations. such 
differences do not reveal deep principles of l~nguage value. The deeper princi
ples emerge at he level of prog~amming logic. Such logics must ake a position 
abou the structure of the univer:s "n which we compute. about wha t is r eal and 
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what actions a r e possible , a bout wha t i s expressible and what i s t rue. It will 
happen that these deeper principles determine other aspects of language structure 
and sometimes obviate the need for explanations in terms of implementation or 
syntactic style. Fo instance, principles about t:he nature f type equa lit y may 
dicta t e tha th equali ty relati on "s not decida b le. This would r~le out certain 
appr oaches o synrac r ic type checkin~ 

I do not claim to know the principles that determine a programming logic 1 s 
value. I am not even confident that we will ever be able to coherently state 
any, but I know from our work on programming logics at Cornell since 1971 that 
certain experiences and ideas emerged as significant and have shaped the systems 
we bui l t. I will describe some of these ideas, formulating them as principles, 
and discuss their consequences. In particular I want to examine the decisions we 
made in designing the two versions of type theory we have used at Cornell, V3 
[13] and PRL [2]. Since these theories are both closely related to Per Martin
Lof's well-known type theories, I will phrase my discussion in terms of them, 
using M-L75 for [29] and M- L82 for [30], and M-L when it doesn't matter which. 
For details of these systems, refer to the cited literature . (We use ML to 
denote the widely used programming language part of Edinburgh LCF [24].) First 
let me put the Cornell work in context . 

Our- work on pr ogramming logics goes bac t-o 1970, when we s uggested [8] 
u·sing forma l constructi ve ma tbema tics as a programmi ng language and investigated 
some o t-he theoretics issues . This program was explained more thoroughly in a 
series of lectures entitled "Construc~ive Mathematics a s a Programmi ng Language" 
g iven a t Saarbrucken , Advanced Cour se on Pr ogramming in 1~74. Here the connec
tions to so called "program verification" were also explored. In 1975 we began 
the design of a working system which we then called a pro~:rammin~: .l.QW.. This 
was reported in the book A Pro~:ramwin~: ~ with Mike O' Donnell [15]. We incor
porated procedural programs into a constructive weak second order logic and pro
vided a proof checking system which employed severa l efficient decision pro
cedures for subsets of the logic [16]. As we tried to treat data t ypes and some 
version o constructi-ve se theox:-y , we encount-ered t he work o Per Martin-Lof 
[29] which ~it extreme ly we l l with our plans (see Pl , P6 ) and with r he principles 
we had iso late d. We incorporated our ideas with his and with various notions 
from Edinburgh LCF into a programming logic V3 [13]. At the same time we were 
joined by Joseph L. Bates who had several significant ideas for greatly improving 
the applicability of these methods in a modern computing environment [1]. We 
proceeded to design a new and more grand system [3] with the acronym PRL, for 
Program Refinement Logic. We designed an "ultimate PRL" system and an initial 
core system [2]. Since 1980 Bates has led the implementation of the system, and 
together we have been experimenting with it and progressing toward the "ultimate" 
system. 

PRINCIPLES 

PI: The irs t princ~pie of ou work has been that ~ ~ :o.f _-'<6 ....... .....,....,.. 
~~ he computational and thus self-conta~ned . The pri nciples of compu
tation are as fundamental as any other and can be axiomatized directly. We see 
no theoretical or practical limits unique to computational explanations and no 
need for non-computational ones. So Occam's razor can prune away those systems 
of reasoning based on Platonic conceptions of truth or on classical set theory 
and its models of computability. 

There are numerous systems of reasoning with purely computational meaning 
such a s Skolem's quan tif ier f ree logic [37], Intuit i onistic logic, Bishop' s con
struc t i v e ana l ysis [5], Russ i an constructive l ogic , etc . Among these, Bi shop 's 
sty le of constr uctive r ea soning seems t o capt ure the core of al l of t he s uffi 
ciently rich computational logics. It indeed describes the computational core of 
classical mathematics. Based on Bishop ' s wr i r ings [ 5 ,6] we cou la and di~ imagine 
doing mathematics insid a programming ogic . When we began, it seemed t hat a 
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language like Algol 68 possessed the right concepts and that3 its "theory of data 
types" might be adequate to describe the mathematical types. In retrospect such 
a view is not so terribly wrong. but we began our detailed work with a much 
simpler theory which focused first on elementary data types and procedural pro
grams . As we said in [15]. "· •• the programming logic does not fit the classical 
pattern of partial or total correctness because commands themselves are treated 
like statements; the predicate calculus is based on a block structured construc
tive natural deduction system •• • " 

P2: ill objects ~ ili.h .a. ~· One decision that comes early in the 
design of a logic or language is whether types are specified with objects or as 
properties of a universal collection of objects. If one focuses on the nature of 
computer memory or on the development of recursive function theory. it is tempt
ing to think of a single universe of "constructive objects" from which types 
arise by classifying these objects. This is the approach of Lisp. One sees it 
in the logics of Fefermann [22] and recently in the programming language Russell 
[20]. This principle is also at work in set theory where one starts with a col
lection of individuals and builds a cumulative hierarchy of sets over them. 

We argue that the clearest concept ion is tha by sa~ng how to build objects 
one is i-n fact specify ing a type. .5.Q. objects ~ ili.h .t..b.e.ix_ ~· This is 
similar to Bertrand Russell's conception [33] (belying the name of the program
ming language [20] )and to the Algol 68 conception and to the ~1-L conception. 

P3: Products .a.n4 ~ .au .h.a.U..c.. The nature of pairing is fundamental 
(although we know that in set theory it is reducible) as is a notion of uniting. 
Our treatment of unions is dictated by a deeper principle. that is propositions 
as types (P6). 

P4: Functions .au effectively computable and 1Ql.a.1. The notion that func 
tions are effectively computable follows from Pl; that they are total we take as 
a basic principle. The recursive function theory notion of a partial function 
can be derived from this concept in several ways. The notion of an al~orithm or 
~we take as "categorical" like that of type. It is a concept which is mani
fest in specific types. So there are rules for computing functions from A to B. 
but the same underlying rule may also compute from A' to B. 

We classify a function to be in type A ~ B if the inputs are from A and the 
outputs are in B regardless of what types are used along the way in determining 
this value. 

P5: .I.he. structure 2.f. functj ons li discernible. According to Frege func 
tions arise by abstraction from certain linguistic forms. This principle is fol
lowed in M-L82 where the canonical form of a function is (Xx)b. All functions 
are determined by forms or expressions of the range type. This view is unlike 
that of Curry [17.18] who thinks of functions as built from primitive functions 
by application. 

From Frege's and Martin-Lof's standpoint. the structure of functions is pri
marily a linguistic matter. Computation is also primarily a linguistic matter. 
One is thus led to the notion that equality of functions is extensional since 
other aspects are not internal to mathematics. 

Technically it is not easy to adopt another view of functions. For example. 
in order to analyze the structure of f in A ~ B one would be forced to consider 
component functions g which might have arbitrary type (lying arbitrarily high in 
the hierarchy of universes as well). Nevertheless we have felt that there are 
sufficient benefits to explore the possibility of building a usable theory in 
which functions have discernible structure (see section III). 

The principal reason that our type theories have provided a means to analyze 
the structure of functions is that we have encountered informal arguments about 
program structure which are powerful and necessary to a programming logic [12]. 
Other ways of capturing such arguments (see for example [10]) seem very cumber
some. We would like t o deal with the i s sue at a fundamental level in hopes of 
finding a powerful solution. 
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P6: Propositions ~ ~· Since 1975 with PL/CV we were treating proofs 
as objects. and we were aware of the Edinburgh LCF scheme for manipulating proofs 
as objects . Therefore when we read in Stenlund [36] and Martin-Lof [29] of the 
propositions-as-types principle. we were prepared to accept it completely. 
Indeed. we now see this as a basic principle of semantics; not as a semantic 
theorem to be used to interpret the logical operators. but as a principle to 
organize the entire theory. Revealing the· role of this principle was one of the 
major accomplishments of M-L. and we have followed Martin-Lof's example. 
Although this notion appears also in deBruijn's AUTOMATH [19] and in Scott's 
"Constructive Validity" paper [35] and can be traced back to Curry and Feys [17] 
and Howard [26] • we ere not struck b it-s fundamen~al nature and · t-s pr oper 
place in organizi.n concepts un til r ~eadi.ng [2 9]. 

P7: ~structure~ discernible. For reasons similar to those that jus
tify the view that the structure of functions is discernible. we claim that the 
structure of types is discernible as well. This is especially important in light 
of the propositions-as-types principle since we want to express inside our 
theories various algorithms for deciding simple classes of propositions. These 
algorithms work on the structure of propositions (see [12]). 

Since type equality in M-182 respects structure. our ideas here are close to 
Martin-Lof's. However in V3 for example. we are able to determine for any type 
whether and how it is built from the basic constructors. and we are able to argue 
by induction over the "structured part" of the type universes (see section III) . 

PI: Equality information ~ n.o..t_ .ne..e..d.e..d. in constructin~ objects. We knew 
from [15] that we did not need the information from equality assertions to exe
cute proofs. and we learned from Bates [1] that one did not need this information 
to extract executable code from proofs. This led us to accept readily the M-L 
treatment of equality. But we did not recognize this as a bas i c principle until 
after studying M-L. We still considered the possibi l ity in V3 [13] of storing 
with equality assertions the algorithms for deciding them. 

Accepting this principle bears heavily on one of the features of our type 
theories. the use of quotient types. discussed in the next section. 

FEATURES OF CORNELL TYPE THEORIES 

1. Information Hiding 

One of the distinguishing features of constructive reasoning is that fre
quent reference is made to various features of evidence that support an asser
tion. So for an existential statement. ::lx.P. a witness t for ::1x is mentioned. 
In asserting that an object a satisfies a property P(a). a proof p of P(a) is 
implicit l y kept available. 

Type theories in the style of the M-L or AUTOMATH f ormalisms explicitly 
display all of the evidence that might be needed. Carrying around all of this 
informa tion is a burden to expression. Therefore in practice it is essential to 
find mechanisms to selectively suppress it. This need has been studied in pro
gramming languages with rich type structures. and the notion of an abstract type 
has emerged (see [20.24.32]). ~n informal mathematics the problem can be avoided 
(see [5]). and in formalized classical set theory. evidence is always suppressed. 

We propose two new mechanisms for dealing with inf ormation hiding. the ~ 
~~A/Band the~~ {x:AIB}. They are closely r e lated. The quotient 
type provides a way to suppress equality i nformat i on systema tically; we exam i ne 
i t fi r st. 

Quotient ~ 

A type is determined not only by a method of construction but by a criterion 
of equality on the objects constructed (this notion too can be found in Frege and 
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is prominent in Bishop's writings). The type can be changed by changing either 
the method or the notion of equality. However, it appears not to be essential to 
build in a capabi 1 ity to express this latter change. It can be reflected by 
pairing a type, say A, with a notion of equivalence on A, say E. However econom
ical such a scheme is, it is not na tural and it cuts off such types from the 
other type forming operations. A common example illustrates these issues. 

Consider Bishop's def i nition of a ~ ~ as a Cauchy convergent 
sequence of rationals [5], letting Q denote the rationals, 

(1) R = ::2-x:N-+Q.IT(n,m):Z+.Cix(n) - x(m)l :s; 1/m + 1/n). 

He defines two real numbers to be~. E(x,y), iff 

(2) Un€Z+ . ( lx(n) - y(n) I :5 2/n). 

We take the real numbers , R, to be the quotient type of (1) with (2) written R = 
R/E. Then the equality relation on the type R, =._, is E. 

When we want to define the functions from R to R we simply take R + R and 
by the nature of equality on any type, it is known that these functions respect 
E. 

The concept of a real can be defined without quotients. We take R as t he 
reals. Then we can define the functions from R to R, say F(R,R) following 
Bishop's notation, as {ft:R->R I 'v'(x,y).sR.(E(x,y) = E(f(x),f(y)))}. But now we 
not only need to build another apparatus for function spaces, but we must carry 
around certain information which is not necessary in computing reals. In those 
cases where the information is needed the quotient construct cannot be used. 

Here is a suggestive account of quotient types in the setting of M- L (also 
see [13]). 

(xEA, yt:A) (xEA, y.sA) 
(1) A type R type (2) AEU R.oU n n 

A/R type A/R.oU n 

Call A/R the Quotient of A by R 

(3) (x.oA, y.sA) 

Al = A2 Rl <:::> R2 

Al/Rl = AzlR2 

(4) (x.oA, yt:A) 
a.oA R type 

a.oA/R 

(5) a1.sA a
2

EA et:R(a
1
/x, azly) 

rECal =A/R a2) 
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So a1 =A/R a 2 iff R.*(a/x• azty) where R* is the ref l exive, transitive, synmtetric 

closure of R (since for all types we have a =A a and a =A b iff b =A a and a =A b 

and b -A c implies a -A c). 

(6) (wEA) 
B type 

( 7) ( ZEA/R) 
B type 

(xEA, yEA, eER) 
B(x/w) = B(y/w) 

B( z/w) type 

zeA/R 

(wEA) 
bEB 

(xEA, yEA, WER) 
b(x/w) = b(y/w)EB 

b(z/w)EB 

ZEA/R 

Ideally the conclusions of (6) and (7) would have the form "zEA/R ~ B(z/w) type" 
and "zEA/R ~ b(z/w)EB" but the M-L82 style does not keep track of assumptions in 
the sequent style. 

The quotient constructor provides a means for collapsing a lot of informa
tion of a certain kind to a single token. It extends the method of treating 
equality information from the pre-defined equalities to any user-defined equal
ity. 

In addition to the quotient mechanism for compressim: information, we pro
pose a means of actually ~ it. There are important situations in which we 
need to know that a proof exists, but we do not need any of the details. In 
recursive function theory for example, the least number operator gives rise to 
such situations. We describe briefly now how this happens and then in section IV 
present more details. 

There is a relatively straightforward way to build the theory of partial 
recursive functions inside M-L82. For example, the (small) partial functions N + 
N can be defined as those functions from subtypes of N into N, say fE((~xEN.T(x)) 
+ N) for TEN+ u

1
, then the p-recursive functions can be defined as an inductive 

subset (see sectLon IV for details). The ~ ~ operator, P• is applied 
only when we know it succeeds, say we have a proof of : lYEN.f(x,y)=O. So then 
py.(f(x,y)=O) can be defined "primitive recursively" from the proof information. 
One inconvenience of this approach is that partial recursive functions carry 
their domain information around explicitly. This information does not determine 
the value of the function, but it is necessary in defining it. 

I n order to restrict information available to the search operator, we intro
duce the set concept. Instead of taking {x:A I B} to mean ~xEA.B we introduce a 
new type by these rules 

(xEA) (xE~ 
A type B type Al A2 Bl B2 

{x:A I B} type {x:A
1 

I B1 } = {x:A2 I B2} 

(xEA) (xEA, yEB) 
aEA B type bEB(a/x) zdx:AIB} d(x)EC 

adx:A I B} d(z)EC 
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We think of {x:A I B) as ?xE:A.B without information about the second com
po·nent. (An alternative approach to hiding information is to regard {x:A I B) as 
merely a notational convention signi fying a restricted way to use ?xE:A.B. One 
might use UxE:A.B a s a conven tion when the first component should be ignored . ) 

The p - operator allows us t o use this type under the following circums tances. 
Suppose RE:A + N -+ N

2 
so t hat for every xE:A. nEN. R(x.n) = 02 or R(x.n) = 12 • 

Then given xdy :A I :~:N.(n>k & R(y.n) =0
2
)J. the p-operator p >k.(R(x.n) = 02) 

defines a unique number without recourse to any information about the proof of 
=~:N. (n>k & R(y.n)=02 ) except that it exists. These observations are codified 
in the following rule (in t he style of [30] R is now an expression): 

(xEA . nE:N) 
REN

2 
kEN xE:{y:A I :~:N . (n>k&R = 0

2
)) 

We need an axiom t hat p- is functional. i.e. if R.l = R2 then pn>k.(R1 =02 ) 
p n>k.(R

2
=o

2
). and we need a computation rule for p wh1ch is this: 

i f R(k+l /n ) 02 then pn>k.(R=02 ) = k+l 

otherwise pn>k.(R=0
2

) = pn>k+l.(R=02). 

2. Function Intensionality 

For reasons discussed in section II. we want to analyze the structure of 
functions . It is not obvious how to analyze this structure mathematical ly when 
functions are presented as ,\- terms because these terms involve the inherently 
linguistic not ion of a variable in an essential way. The ,\- terms suggest an 
analysis of descriptions but not of functions. However. the combinator form of a 
function involves only the concept of funct i on and applicat ion and does suggest a 
means of analysis . To fo l low this line of thought requires that we define a cer
tain combinatorial ~ for the function spaces A+B and llxE:A . B. This is a col
lection of basic functions. called combinators . from which all other functions 
can be built by application; such is the sty le of the t heory of combinators 
[18.36]. Here is an informa l account of how this can be done in t he context of 
M-L82. Details of a related theory can be found in [12.13] . 

funct~~: any universe Ui and AE:Ui. BE:llxEA.Ui. CE: llxE:A.(llyE:B(x) .Ui) there is a 

S i E:llAE:U i. ITBE:(ITxE:A. U i) . ITCE:(ITxEA. ( ITyE:B(x) . U i)) 

• ITf€( ITxE:A. ( ITyE:B( x ) .C(x)( y))). llg€( llxE:A.B( x)). ITxE:A.C(x)(g (x)) 

so that 

Si ABC € llfE:(llxE:A.(ITyE:B(x) .C{x){y))). 

ITgE:{llxEA.B(x)). ( llxE:A.C(x) (g(x))). 

The computation rule defining S . ABC f g is S . ABC f g = ,\x.f (x)(g(x)). For con
venience we write S . ABC as sA;C . making it tlearer that SABC i s a typed version 
of the S combinator~ We can ao the same for the K combinator so that K. AB € 

llxE:A. (llyE:B(x).A) . and K. AB a= ,\x.a. 1 
1 

Given these combinators as well a s those of level U. derived from the other 
constants of the theory such a s pairing. (a.b) . selection~ E. induction. R. e tc .; 
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we can define for any f 1 llxEA.B in any U. whose definition, f, does not involve 
notions beyond U. , a combinator form, say1Comb.(f), equal to f. We need a form, 
level( f), which discovers the maximum level, j,J used in building f. 

These combinator forms can be analyzed inside the theory. For example, 
given (SABC f)g we can build in operations ~and ~ to decompose it, e.g. 

op (SABC f)g 

arg(SABC f)g 

(SABC f) and 

g. 

We also must build in operations ~ and ar~:type which compute the type of 
(SAB f) and g from that of (SABC f)g. There must be versions of these functions 
wh1c~ work for each level n. 

Actually using S and K combinators or anything very similar is totally 
infeasible because they encode the structure of functions in a form too primitive 
to use. The size of a combinator for a A-term, say Ax.b, built from S and K and 
the constants might be quadratic in the size of AX.b (depending on the abstrac
tion algorithm). But there are combinators which allow a much more intelligible 
description. One such I call the L-combinator. Using it there is a translation 
of A-terms of length n to combinators in which the combinator is no more than 
log(n) times as large. The form of the combinator is LA where A is a list of 
addresses of "locations" in the operand which are to be 1dentified by L.A. For 
example, given p 1 N + N + N x N such that p(x,y) = {x,y), the runction 
Ax.p(x,s(x)) has the form Lfl 

1 1 2}.p(I()){s()) where the argument "holes" have 
addresses 1.1 and 1.2 respetriv~iy and where I is the identity combinator Ix=x. 
Such combinator forms are very similar to A-terms (Ax becomes LA for A a list of 
occurrences of x), but LA can be more easily treated as an operator. 

In building a theory in which the structure of functions can be analyzed, it 
is important to provide a simple treatment of extensional equality as well, 
because it is a far more commonly needed equality than the intentional equality 
required to support the structural analysis. One way to insure a sufficiently 
simple treatment of extensional equality is to provide it as atomic, along side 
of the intentional equality. This requires distinguishing the function space 
with one equality from that with the other. For example A ~ B and ~xEA.B can be 
used for the intentional space and A+ B and llxEA.B for the extensional. 

3. Type Intentionality 

Since type equality in M-L82 respects structure, our ideas here are close to 
Martin- Lof's. However in V3 for example, we are able to determine for any type 
whether and how it is built from the basic constructors, and we are able to argue 
by induction over the "structured part" of the type universes. These capabili
ties can be consistently added to M-L82 by rules of the following sort (as above 
the,'se "rules" only suggest a set of concepts using the M-L82 format, they are not 
definitively integrated into M-L82 to extend it). 

First there is a form to decide the outer structure of a type in any 
universe, although only the form for the first universe is shown here. 

(k=l •••• ,1 0) 
ekEC(x/z) 

typecase (x, e
1

, 

(jEN) 
e

1
EC(x/z) 

There is a rule insuring functionality of, typecase in all of its arguments, e.g. 
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X = X' in UO 
(k = 1, •••• 1 0) 
ek = ek E C(x/z) 

typecase (x, e1 , ••• , e 10) = typecase (x', ei , ••• , eio) E C(x/z) 

There are eight rules for reducing typecase such as 

typecase (Ni' e1 , ••• ,e10 ) e1 (i/ j) 

typecase (N, e1 , ••• ,e10 ) e2 
typecase (a =A b, e1 , ••• ,e

10
) e

3 
typecase (AxB, e1 , ••• ,e10 l e

4 
typecase (A+B, e

1
, ••• ,e

10
) e

5 
typecase (A~B, e1, ••• ,e10 ) e6 
typecase (:!'xEA.B, e1, ••• ,e10) e

7 
typecase (llxEA.B, e1 , ••• ,e10 l e8 
typecase (WxEA.B, e1 , ••• ,e10 l e 9 
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Using these rules we can define functions u0 ~ N2 which decide whether a type has 
a certain structure. For example isprod = .>.x.t:ypecase(x, 02 , 02 , 02 , 12 , 02 , 
••• , ~?) has value 12 iff x is a product type, AxB. Notice tliat typecase(x, 02 , 
••. , <12• 12 ) will equal 12 iff x is not one of the atomic types or structured 
types. 

There are also functions to decompose the structured types. These provide 
what we call ~ intentionality. 

X E U. 
1 

left(x) E U. 
right(x) E U. 

1 

x=x'EU. 
1 

left(x) = left(x') E U. 
right(x) = right(x') E1 U. 

1 

We then need axioms to define left, right such as 

A E U. B E U. 
1 1 

left(AxB) = A 
right(AxB) = B 

x = left(x) x right(x) 

for each of the binary operators, x, +, ~. 

We also need forms for analyzing the structure of types built from families 
of types. 

typecase(x, 02 , ••• , 0
2

, 1
2

, 0
2

, 0
2

) 

------
index(x) E u0 fam(x) E llyEindex(x) .u0 

x = llzdndex(x) .fam(x)(z) 

We also have rules such as 
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A E U. 
1. 

(x E A) 

B E U. 
1. 

index(ITxEA.B) = A 
fam(ITxEA.B) = }.x.B 

MATHEMATICS IN TYPE THEORY 

R.L. Constable 

We can illustrate the ideas discussed in the previous sections by building a 
piece of mathematics in the type theory formalism. In particular, we examine the 
theory of primitive recursive and partial recursive function classes (using 
Kleene's p-recursive function formalism). This development will illustrate the 
value of set types and quotient types and will also show the standard way of 
dealing with the structure of algorithms. 

1. Basic Concepts 

In this section we are principally concerned with results about the nonnega
tive integers N. The finite intervals, [n,m], are defined as subsets: [n,m] 
{i:Nin~i~m}. We say that a type Tis finiLe iff there is a bijection between T 
and some (l,n]. 

There are subsets of N~ say {f,g} for which we can not tell whether f=g and 
hence for which we cannot say that {f,g} is finite, but we can say it has no more 
than two elements. We call such types subfinite, they are subsets of finite 
sets. 

One might expect a type to be countable precisely when there is a mapping 
f:N+T which is onto T, i.e. such that for all t:T, there is some n:N, f(n)=t. 
Such a notion is a bit too strong for subsets {x:AIB} because perhaps by discard
ing the information B we can no longer find an n such that f(n)=a. So we say 
that a subset of A {x:AIB) is countable iff the type ~x:A.B is countable. We 
call a subset of a countable set subcountable. It is easy to show: 

Theorem: If I is countable and if for each i:I, {x :AJB( i)} is countable, then 
{x:AI3i :I.B( i)} is countable, i.e. a countable union of countable 
sets is countable. 

We also have Cantor's fundamental theorem, stated here for N. 

Theorem: N~ is uncountable. 

2. Function Classes 

The type N~ includes all the funct ions from N to N def inable in this 
theory . The definitions of such functions may involve arbitrary types, s ay A+B, 
arbitr arily high in the hierarchy of types, say A+B a ~ ~ ~· We are 
interested in defining var ious subsets over N~. We also want t o cons ider a gen
eralization of it to the type of partial functions and its subtype of partial 
recursive functions. Since all the functions in N~ and all the partial func 
tions are computable , it is interesting to compare these types to the partial 
recursive funct ions. We can even state an equi valent to Church's thesis (CT) in 
type theory as a mathematical statement. 

First as a prelude to defining the partial recursive functions, let us 
define the primitive recursive f unctions. We want to cons ider functions of arbi
trary fini t e arity, to this end define a parameterized Cartesian product as 
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Officially A(n) is defined by recursion. In M-L82 for example it would be writ 
ten 

ind(u,v)(n,N
1

,ind(z,w)(u,A,Axw)) 

(where ind(u,v) is written R(u,v) in M- L82). 

The functions of arbitrary arity over N are ::?i :N. (N( i) -+N). Call this I' . 
Given fin this type we write arity~f).toffj~e first component, and fn(f) for the 
second, so arity(f) :N and fn(f) :N an Y ->N. We will define tye primitive 
recursiye functions as a subtype of I' of the form R = {f:l' I :I&: R .f = fn(g) l 
where R describes the structure of f. 

Informally R1 is obtained from the base functions successor, Xx.s(x), ~ 
llJlli.t. Xx.i, projection Xx

1
, ••• ,x .x . using the operations of composition and 

prLmLtLve recursion . The projectfon ~unctions will be written as P(n,i) meaning 
select the i -th of n arguments. The composi~iff operation, C, sa~i,fies this 
condition: C(n) (m)( h,g )(x) = h(g(x)) where x:N n and g maps from N n to an m
vector. The primitive recursion operator, R, satisfies this condition: 

R(n)(g,h)(O,x)=g(x), R(n)(g,h)(m+l,x)=h(m, R(n)(g,h)(m,x),x). 

In formalizing all this we use the type N
2 

= {0
2

,1
2

}, essentially the boole
ans, and its associated case analysis operation . 

case
2

Co
2

,a , b) = a, case
2

Cl
2
,a,b) = b . 

For eq: NxN->N we let x eq y = 02 iff x =N y. Also for a,b E AxJ we let lof~a,b) 
= a, 2of(a,bf = b. With these definitions P belongs to ITn:N .ITi:[l,n].N n ->N 
where N+ = {x:Nlx>O} and satisfies 

P(l , i) Xx.x 

P(n+l,i) = Xx.case
2

Ci eq 1, lof(x), P(n,i-1)(2of(x))) 

Using the induction form, the complete definition is 

P = An.ind( u,v)(n- l,Ai.Ax.x,case2Ci eq 1, lof(x),v(i-1)(2of(x)))). 

To define composition C(n)(m)(h,g)(x) = h(g(x)) we need these auxiliary notions: 

(n) (m) . 
Let T(n,m) = (N ->N) defLne ap(O) = Xg.Xx.o1 

ap(l) = Xg.Ax.g(x) 

and ap(m+2) = Xg.Xx.(lof(g)(x) , ap(m+l)(2of(g)(x))) 

So ap(m)(g)(x) applies g in T(n,m) componentwise to x:Nn, e.g. if g 
then ap(2)(g)(x) = (f1(x),f2(x)). 

Officially we add n as a parameter to ap as follows 

ap Xn.Xm.case2Cm eq 0, Xg.Xx.01, 

ind(u, v)(m-l,Xg.Xx.g(x), 

Xg.Xx.(lof(g)(x),v(2of(g))(x)))) 

Now we can define composition 

C: ITn:N.ITm:N.ITh:( N(m)->N) . ITg:(N(n)->N)(m) .(N(n)->N) 
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by 
C = An.Am.Ah.Ag.Ax.h(ap(n)(m)(g)(x)). 

So C(n)(m) composes h and t he vector of functions g even for m=O. 
We also need this vector operation 

(m) (m) (m) 
For g:A->B and x:A • vect(m) (g):A ..,.B • vect(O)(g)(x) = 0

1 
vect( l )(g)( x) = g(x), vect(m+2)(g)(x) = (g(lof(x)). vect(m+1)(g)(2of(x)) 

Define the primitive recursion operator 

R(n)(g,h)( O,x) = g(x) 

R(n)(g,h)(m+l,x) = h(m,R(n)(g,h)(m,x),x) 

We need R: ITn:N+ .ITg:N(n-l)->-N . ITh :N(n+2)->N.(N(n )..,.N) 

R = An.Ag.Ah .Am.Ax.ind(u,v )(m,g(x) ,h( u,v.x)) 

Now we can define the base case of the inductive definition of the pr1.m1t1ve 
recursive functions over N. Write z:Ux:A.B in place of z:~x:A.B whe n we intend z 
to denote 2of(z). 

Base= {f:N->Nif=Xx. s(x)} + (Ui:N . {f :N°->Nif=Xx.i} 

+ Un:N+.Ui:[1,n] .{f:N(n)->Nif=P(n,i)}) 

Use 1.2of(x) for 1of(2of(x)), generally take __ n1 .~2 ••••.• nk of(x) for 
n1~f(n2of( .•• nkof(x) ••• )). Let inr and inl be the 1DJeCt10ns 1nto the disjoint 
un1on . 

( ) . { ( i) j-1.. 
1.' (O) N = h:N. f:N ->N : 16 :Base. 

1.' (n+l)(N) 

(g=inl(f ) v g=inr(inr(f)) v g=inl(inr(f)))} 

H :N .H :N ( i) ->N. 

L:g :l. ' (n)(N) .(f=1.2of(g)). 

v 

v 

: 1n: N. ::1n: N. ::lh: I.' ( n) ( N) • :;g: (I.' ( n) ( N) ) ( m) • 

(Vi:[1,m].(arity(P(m,i)(g)) = n) & 

lof(h)=m & f =C(n)(m)(1.2of (h).vect(m)(Az.l, 2of( z),g) 

( i >0 ) & :g: I.' ( n) ( N) • :ll: I.' ( n) ( N) • 

(1of (g) = i-1 & lof(h) = i+2 & 

f = R(i )(1 ,2of(g), 1,2of(h) ) )] 

where arity(f) = lof(f). 

Define the primitive recurs i ve schemes as R.
1

(N) = ~j:N.I."( .)( N). With each ele
ment of I. (N) there is a ~. leve l ( f ) = 1of(f). Jn arity. arity( f) = 
1of(2of(f)), a funct ion. fn ( f ) = 1,2of(2of(f)), and a complete descriptir8)of its 
construction, 2,2,2of ( f ). For examp l e . (O,(O,Xx. 2)) represents Xx. 2 :N ->N but 
( l. l.Ax.2. inl(O,(O,O,Ax.2), (O,l,Xx.x))) represents Xx.2:N->N. 
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Partial Functions ~~-Recurs ive Functions 

Define P(N) = }i:N.}P:N(i)~Type.((?x:N(i) .P(x))~). Cal l these the partial 
functions over N. In this case i represents the arit y , P represents the dom and 
the last component is the function itself. 

1we will define the p - recursive functions as an inductive class in the style 
of R (N). We take PR = :?j:N .PR( . ). To accomplish this we must define C{n){m), 
R(n) on partial functions and deffne min on partial functions. The interesting 
part is computing the domain component , dom. Here is how it is done for C and R. 

C:lln:N.llm:N.llh: {f:P(N) larity(f) = m). 

llg:!f:P(N)(m) 1\ii : [l , m] . arity(P(m,i)(f) = n)). 

P(N) 

C An.Am.Ah.Ag. 

(n, 

h. :Jp: (\ii: [l,m] . dom(P(m, i) (g) )(x)). 

dom( h )(pop(n)(m)(op(g))(tuple(m)(x,p))) , 

Ax.h(pop(n)(m)(op(g))(x)) 

where op is defined as fn except on partial functions and pop applies a vector of 
partial functions to the vector of arguments formed by applying tuple to x:Nn and 
p:Vi : [l , m].dom(P(m, i)(g))(x). 

. (i) ( i ) 
Recall P(N) = }1:N.}P:N ~Type .( (?x:N .P( x) )~) and for f E P(N), arity(f) 

( i) 
i, dom(f) = P and op(f) : (:?x:N .P(x))~. 

As in APL there are numerous kinds of vector operation , e.g. 

(m) . (n) 
prop:llm:N.llg:P(N) .ITA: {F:ITJ :[l,m].N ~Type I 

\ii : [l , m] .dom( P(m)(i)(g)) F(i)). 

llp : (lli:[l ,m] .( N(n) x A(i))) where n arity(g) 

prop(l)(g,A,p) 

prop(m) (g,A,p) 

g(p(l)) 

(lof( g )(p(l)), prop(m)(2of(g), Ai.p( i +l))) 

To define the p-recursive functions, PR, we need C, R, min on P(N). C has been 
defined. Consider now R. 

R: lln :N+ .llg: {f :P(N) larity(f) = n- 1) .llh: {f :P(N) larity(f) 

R = An.Ag.Ah.(n,Am.Ax.:~:N.GD(m,x)(y), Az.l,2of(z)) 

where GD is 

n+l ).P(N) 
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Xm.Xx.ind(u,v)(m,Xy. :~:dom(g)(x). ( y=g(x,d)), 

Ay.:~:N.(v( z ) & :~:dom(h)(u,z , x) . 

(y=h((u,z,x),d)))) 

min:ITn:N.ITg : {f :P(N) larity(f) 

min = Xn.Xg. 

n+l}.P(N) 

(n, 

h.3y:N.(V'z:[O,y].dom(g)(z,x) & 

:~:(V'z:[O,y].dom(g)(z,x).(op(g)(z,pz ) N 0)), 

Xz.least(n)(g,lof(z),l,2of(z), 1,2,2of(z), 0) 

where least:ITk:N.llg:{f:P(N) larity(f) = k+l}.ITx:N(k) .nn:N. 

Tid: (llj :[O,n] .dom(g)(j,x)) .nm:[O,n] .N 

least(k)(g,x,n,d,m) if m 2: n then n 

else if g(((m,x),d(m))) = 0 then m 

else least(k)(g,x,n,d,m+l) 

(Actually least is def ined by recursion on (n-m).) 

PR = ~j:N.PR( j ) 

PR (n+l ) 

. (i) ( { (i) ( )} ) = ~~:N.~P:N ~Type . ~f: ~x:N .P x ~ • 

: g:Base.(V'x:{y:NiiP(y)}. "f(x) = g(x)") 

. (i) (i) 
}~:N.}P:N +Type.~f:({~x:N .P(x)}~)). 

[:g:PR(n)"(op(f) = op(g)) v 
-.. - In -ih -~ (m) : "':N. : :N. : :PR(n)" : 16 :PR(n)" 

(arity(h)=m & V'i:[l,m].arity(P(m, i )(g)) = k & 

dom(f) = dom(C(k)(m)( h,g )) & f = C(k)(m)(h,g)) v 

:lk:N+. : g:PR(n)" : lh:PR(n)"(arity(g) = k-1 & arity(h) = k & 

dom(f) = dom(R(n)(g,h)) & op(f) = op(R(n)(g ,h))) v 

:lk:N+.:g : PR(n)"(arity(g) = k+l & dom(f) = dom(min(g)) & 

op(f) = op(min(g)))] 

Given F = .h:N .(N(i)~) we can define the subset of recursive functions by 
the condition {f:FI:g: PR .(l,2of(g) = lof(f) & Vn:N.(l,2,2of (g)(n)) & 
1,2,2,2of (g) 2of(f))}. This class will be isomorphic to the class 
{g :PRIV'n:N.(l,2,2of(g)(n))}/E where E(g

1
,g2 ) iff 1,2of (g1 ) = 1,2of(g7) & 

1,2,2,2of (g
1

) = 1,2,2,2of(g2_). We can prove that these subtype s are count'able 
whereas F is uncountable. This is sensible because the elements of PR represent 
a very restricted way of building functions from N~. For example, functions 
h:A+B for non-numerical types A and B are not used. Nevertheless, from outside 
the theory we can see that PR does in some sense represent all computable func-
tions. 
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3. A Note on Partial Recursive Functions 

The type PR captures Kleene's notion of an algorithm in a certain sense. We 
could also define in a similar way the notion of a Turing machine and the Turing 
computable functions from N to N. So type theory, just as classical set theory. 
can internalize the concept of an algorithm and the notion of a partial recursive 
function (see also [11]). But there is another more direct way in which type 
theory captures the concept of an arbitrary al~oritbm. 

Consider those functions defined on types such as {x:N IB} + N. They can 
involve the p operator (and we could also allow a least fixed point operator. say 
FIX (as in [11])). In fact. for every p - recursive algorithm. there is some func
tion f:{x:NIB} + N. Therefore if we consider the set of function terms that can 
be written in type theory. then for each algorithm there is a term. Indeed a 
computer system could execute any such term on any integer input. and some of the 
resulting computations would diverge. So in a sense all the algorithms are 
present in type theory exactly in the form seen in ordinary programming 
languages. The difference is that we cannot say anything about the arguments on 
which the algorithms diverge. That is because we are not interested in discuss
ing the algorithms on such inputs. 

CONCLUSION 

Constructive type theory has contributed to our understanding of programming 
languages and logics; it also suggests a wide range of problems. from the very 
theoretical to the very practical. The preceding brief discussion was intended 
to reveal the dynamics of the subject and raise some of the theoretical issues. 
especially those dealing with information hiding. It also shows how the concept 
of a partial function can be accomodated. and in fact with simple additions to 
[3.13.30]. namely the p-operator or the fixed point operator. partial functions 
can be treated as naturally as in any other theory • say [ 24.34]. In a future 
paper we shall show how the concepts of recursive data type can be similarly 
treated. e.g. a simple addition of generators for type elements leads to a 
natural account of streams and other important data types. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1This work was supported in part by NSF grants MCS-80-03349 and MCS-81-04018. 
2As programming languages become richer. and as their definitions become more 
formal. the distinction between a programming lan~uajl:e and a programming ~ 
may disappear. A theory such as M-L82 [30] is indistinguishable from the appli
cative programming language described by Nordstrom [31]; the theories V3 [13] 
and PRL [2] are as much programming languages as they are logics. So these 
remarks apply to such "third generation" programming languages as well. 
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3rn 1975 we considered using a subset of Algo l 68 as the basis for our program
ming logic, but there wasn't sufficient local expertise to cope with the com
plexity of defining and implementing the subset. There was such expertise for 
PL/I. But we did use Algol 68 like notation in [15] . 
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